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ABSTRACT  
Multicast means that distributing info to many hosts & it's an economical method for transmittal info and prepares 
relationship in pc networks. This paper is AN overlay multicast protocol that is predicated on economy science and utilizes 
potential skills of users for rising multicasting performance. The protocol incorporates a data structure and divides users of 
each layer to totally different clusters. during this paper the physical scenario of nodes and their capacities in uploading and 
downloading info area unit thought of. Mistreatment theories of economy science, optimum size of clusters and cluster head 
area unit chosen. The results of simulation shows that this protocol results in improvement of performance of network in 
output standards, physical link stress, and average path length. 
Keywords: Clustering, Computer networks, Economic science, Overlay multicast, Hierarchical structure, Utility. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Multicasting may be a answer for content delivery in distributing applications like video requests, live over-all solid, 

video conferences, virtual categories and then on[1,5,7,10,12]. In information processing multicasting network layer is 
liable for distributing data to hosts of 2 native networks. in an exceedingly approach that a multicasting tree is created 
of network routers, multicasting packages square measure increased and delivered to the target by routers with 
continuous hops. information processing multicast has some drawbacks that create it troublesome to use. These 
drawbacks square measure shortage of addressing house, dependence on network infrastructure, lack of enough 
security, congestion dominant and lack of a world model for taking value for information processing multicasting 
traffic. 

Nowadays as a result of the drawbacks of information processing multicasting, "Overlay multicasting", is employed 
instead. In overlay multicasting final hosts organize themselves within the variety of logical overlay networks and send 
data to every different employing a unicast service [6]. That is, when downloading the information packages, each node 
multiplies it and transmits it to downstream nodes [4, 8, 9]. 

The most outstanding distinction between information processing multicasting and overlay multicast is: in 
information processing multicast network layer transmit data between nodes, however in overlay multicast thus do final 
hosts in application layer. This ends up in omitting drawbacks like quantifiability and protective multicast structure 
from network infrastructure changes. 

Internet may be a immense network that features many multicasting systems, and every of those systems includes 
various body domains. during this domains there square measure nodes with various transfer and transfer capacities. 
every of those nodes square measure willing to get most utility with considering their own transfer and transfer 
capability. one in every of the challenges of designers is giving optimum service to every of the nodes. Economically 
speaking, they require to extend financial aid, that here may be a network of overlay multicast nodes, by increasing 
users utility.             

Considering twin role of multicast network users, as downloading and uploading services, we are able to think about 
network as AN financial set-up. each financial set-up has 3 basic parts, i.e. "commodity", "producer" and "consumer". 
during this system the fundamental goal of economic science is to utilize wills of agents of marketplace for increasing 
its utility in an exceedingly approach that finally it ends up in economic balance and most financial aid. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW  
Researchers have given variety of protocols concerning overlay multicasting. These researches is divided into 2 

teams in terms of topology: Mesh-based overlay and Tree-based overlay. 
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2.1 Mesh-based overlay multicast 
One of the foremost necessary topologies that are designed for Mesh-based overlay Multicast is finish system 

multicast, "Narada" that uses 2 stages for creating a multicast tree with a special supply [13]. foremost it makes a whole 
linking graph or a mesh graph that tries to create that graph has an appropriate performance. Covering trees of this 
mesh (each root as a sender) area unit created employing a distance vector formula victimisation short path between 
every receiver and sender. every tree is optimized for every sender to enhance performance. Performance of every tree 
addicted to its structure is appropriate over a mesh. And additionally the standard of path between 2 members is 
comparable the standard of unicast path between them and every member encompasses a restricted range of neighbors. 
"Narada" is intended for little or medium teams. 

In this atmosphere the overheads caused by preservation of trees aren't therefore necessary however it is 
uncontrollable for giant teams. every member keeps a listing of all members of cluster and declares changes to its 
neighbors sporadically. Linking to a bunch, new member chooses a node from a listing of cluster accidentally and 
uploads it to its neighbors within the cluster. If a node doesn’t receive a message from node of its neighbors it'll still 
search. If this member is destroyed it'll send the obtained data node to different members of cluster. Members could 
search one another accidentally and add or delete links dependent to their quality for rising the standard of mesh. A 
link is scrutinized for its profit and network resistance before it's modified.         

2.2 Tree-base overlay multicast 
Basically tree-based overlay multicast has less management overhead, particularly once the scale of the tree is 

massive. for example, NICE protocol could be a framework for multicasting perform that's developed by "Banerjee" and 
his colleagues within the University of "Maryland"[3]. it's additionally Associate in Nursing application layer protocol 
that is intended within the type of stratified network structure for aiming to an occasional management overhead and 
gain use of proximity among nodes. Nodes within the NICE acquire data of their neighbors through RTT messages. 
Nodes that area unit near one another area unit organized within the type of cluster which has range of members 
between "K" and "3K-1" nodes. "K" could be a variable parameter. for every cluster in L&gt;=0 layer a node that is on 
paper central is chosen because the cluster head for linking to L+1 layer. this method can continue until one node is 
remained at the best layer.         

In NICE there's a number and processor referred to as "rendezvous point" that is detected by all of the nodes even 
before linking to the multicasting network. RP prepares list of NICE members (not essentially complete) once a 
replacement member like "A" connects to NICE 1st it makes connections with RP then gets a listing of nodes within 
the highest layers. Considering RTT activity "A" makes connections with a node like "B" that is nearest to "A" and 
needs a listing of members in Layer1. "A" continues doing this until zero layers, then it completes its link to at least 
one of the clusters of zero layers. "A" makes reference to nodes in its own cluster in "L" layer and if it finds a node like 
"C" (nodes in its own cluster), that is nearer, it'll leave the best layer of its own cluster and can be part of to a cluster 
that "C" is head in this cluster. this enables NICE to enhance its topology considering network changes. 

3. ECO-NICE 
We reviewed NICE protocol in 1.2. currently we'll have a cheap read purpose toward this protocol. we have a 

tendency to gift a cheap read purpose toward this protocol. we have a tendency to gift modification to NICE protocol for 
rising its performance in 3.1 and 3.2. 

3.1 Economical overlay design 
At first we have a tendency to gift fine arts structure utilized in ECO-NICE. As in fig.1 design of network is 

stratified, all of the nodes area unit in layer zero. Nodes in every layer area unit divided into sets of clusters. for every 
one, cluster head is chosen considering standards like lower delay, lower loss rate, a lot of reception service rate from 
higher layer and transfer capability for lower layers. knowledge connections within every cluster area unit within the 
type of network topology however management connections area unit handled within the type of topology. In fact, 
offered nodes during a cluster area unit connected to every different. In future we'll see however nodes use these 
connections to regulate increase and reduce of latest nodes and additionally to alter cluster head. cluster Head offered in 
zero layers encompass clusters for higher layers i.e. layer 1. for example in fig.1 cluster head of A0, B0, and G0 
encompass clusters in layer one and B0 is chosen among them as cluster head. And this may continue until the RP that 
is that the solely node in highest layer, like E0 in fig.1. RP is connected with all of the nodes in terms of management, 
however it's not essentially connected with nodes in terms of uploading data. Minimum size thought-about for a cluster 
is up to Associate in Nursing quantity of K, however most quantity depends on uploading capability of every cluster 
head.  

This restriction has two advantages: 
 Restricting low certain range of cluster members prevents network from rupture, that it results in decrease the 
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overhead management of nodes and it shortens data path between supply and target. 
 Choosing high certain for size of clusters considering capability of cluster head helps to use clusters capability 

fully with none loss. 

 
Figure 1: The multicasting hierarchical protocol in ECO-NICE 

 

3.2 Economical support of algorithm 
There is a theory in economics known as "producer-consumer" during which market tries to create balance 

victimisation 3 standards: "commodity", "producers" of artifact and "consumers" of artifact [2]. created artifact is sold  
by producers and conjointly shoppers request ar answered. If this balance is "Pareto optimal", this can be absolute best 
state of affairs [2, 11], during this quite national economy one cannot improve except the opposite deteriorate. From 
different purpose of read as a result of optimum-based economy encompasses a distributed state of affairs could be a 
appropriate sample for simulation of distributed network like overlay multicast network. In these networks information 
measure is taken into account as artifact. Network nodes that gift multicast services ar thought ofas producers and 
nodes that use these services ar considered as shoppers. There ar completely different sorts of nodes. they're either 
producer or shopper. as an example, cluster head ar thought of shopper for higher layers and producer for lower layers 
that gift services. 

3.2.1 Consumer's optimum 
Preferences of a shopper in economy on things of consumption (R_+^n) ar shown with associate optimum operate 

(Ui) that qualifies conditions of assumption (1): 
Assumption (1): consumer's optimum, optimum submission on continuous set of, is essentially ascending and quasi-

concave. Because optimum submission of a shopper has conditions of assumption (1), we tend to style set of effective 
agent for optimum specification of a artifact to a shopper within the sort of "utility operate of cobe-douglas" that is 
optimum Vilfredo Pareto. This operate has utilised index operate for qualifying conditions of assumption (1) 

 
In which "α" shows the importance of each of the parameters. And we also have: 
(2)  

Table 1: Symbols used in formula (1) 
 

symbol Description 

Α Coefficient for determining effect of each of 
the upperhand parameters 

 

Sending rate of a service from parent (p) to 
node (i) in timeslot (t)  

B The maximum allowable bandwidth for a 
service 

D The most tolerable delay for a service 

 

Conduction delay from node (p) to node (i) 
V The most tolerable loss rate for a service 

 

Loss rate from node (p) to node (i) 

 

Physical  distance between (p) and (i) 
 

We have mathematical symbols employed in formula(1) in table(1). 
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Therefore once a client request to link to a network, the network can selected the foremost appropriate cluster for 
increasing new client optimum and public welfare of users victimization formula(1). within the next section we'll gift 
algorithmic rule of be part of and departure of recent node to/from this network. 

 
3.3 New node change of integrity  
When a replacement node goes to affix to a network it ought to be member of 1 of the clusters in L0 layer. change of 

integrity stages of a replacement node has been shown in fig.2. Suppose that new node (j) needs to affix to multicast 
network. At first, node (j) makes reference to RP through a link message. RP provides an inventory of all of the nodes 
within the lower layer to node (j). Then Node (j) send message to them and earn the parameters that square measure 
necessary for calculate utility by economic formula (1), and chooses a node that produces the best utility. This method 
are going to be done to all or any of the layers until L0. Finally node (j) makes reference to chosen cluster head in L0 
and completes change of integrity method. 

 
Figure 2: Joining new (j) node to the overlay multicast 

3.4 Link to superiority layers 
An important principle in hierarchic system of nodes is that cluster head ought to be placed economically within the 

best place of cluster. thus once nodes be part of to or break away a cluster, cluster head could also be modified. therefore 
with the omission of a cluster head like (H) in a very cluster like (C) in a very layer like L(j), (H) can omit itself from 
all of the layers of L(j+1) and superiority layers and once a cluster head like (F) is chosen, (F) requests to link to the 
foremost appropriate cluster in its super layer i.e. L(j+1). concentrate that (F) wants message Interaction with RP to try 
to to this. actually RP victimization data in its info introduces the foremost appropriate cluster in L(J+1) that is taken 
into account as supper layer to (F) and every one of the opposite members of the cluster in layer L(j). By therefore 
doing, RP prevents departure of network. 

3.5 Supporting cluster 
Each node of (H) in cluster (C) in time distance of (T) second sends a message to alternative members of cluster. 

This message includes distance of (H) with alternative members of cluster (C) and capability of transfer and transfer of 
(H) and conjointly the quantity of delay of node (H) with alternative members of cluster is measured. during this 
message interaction there's the chance of loss of the knowledge for a few nodes, nodes that has simply joined to the 
cluster. Cluster head has the newest up so far data concerning all of the nodes in its cluster. This helps members of the 
cluster to make appropriate management path with alternative members victimization management message of cluster 
heads. Cluster head conjointly interacts with management messages sporadically with members of its own super cluster. 
If one amongst the nodes like (H) does not sent management messages to alternative members of its cluster,it will be 
thought that node (H) has drawback or it's left the cluster. thus every of the nodes can omit it from the list of the 
members of the cluster severally.       

3.6 Separation and integration of clusters 
Cluster head measures sporadically the dimensions of the cluster for about to certain|boundary|edge|bound} of cluster 

and measures its uploading capability for dominant higher bound of the cluster. These measures cause cluster head to 
not violate the allowable certain. withal, if the quantity of the requests of the nodes is over the uploading capability of 
cluster head, the cluster are going to be divided into 2 virtually similar clusters. as a result of the cluster head has 
complete data concerning the nodes, it selects 2 new cluster heads in a very manner that they need the smallest amount 
distance from alternative nodes, the best uploading and downloading capability and conjointly the smallest amount loss 
and delay. This choice is completed considering the importance of the parameters in increasing welfare of network 
because it is employed in [13]. once selecting new cluster head, data concerning the members of cluster head is 
transmitted to the new cluster head. 
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Also once size of a cluster is smaller than a determined quantity of K, cluster head(J), that may be a member of its 
super cluster in a very higher layer L(i+1), chooses the foremost appropriate cluster head from members of its super 
cluster and integrates thereupon cluster in layer L(i). 

After combining of 2 clusters, new cluster head might not have the utility for all of the members of 2 previous 
clusters, thus every of the nodes in layer L(i) in their super cluster search for new cluster head that is ready to extend 
their utility. As before long as they found such cluster head, they will break away their cluster and can be part of to the 
new cluster. 

3.7 Node departure from a cluster 
When a node like (H) goes to break away a cluster, causing a message, declares to all or any of the members its 

separation. however if one amongst the nodes has drawback or is broken out, alternative nodes can perceive the absence 
of that node through not receiving management messages. If this node is cluster head, the substitute node that has 
already been determined by cluster head, can begin its work as new cluster head. 

4. RESULTS OF SIMULATION 
We have used "OverSim" topology generator that is such to simulation of overlay multicast network. as a result of 

the great topology is believed to be one amongst the essential topologies during this field. we've modified the topology 
consistent with economic purpose of read. Then we have a tendency to measured results of those 2 topologies on 
parameters like quantity of output and physical link stress. the reason is with these assumptions: D=1, V=5% most 
allowable information measure for B=3 Mbps constant quantity of α is α1=0.2, α2=0.4, α3=0.3, α4=0.1 and also the 
minimum variety of cluster members is K=3. 

We measured average output (this is up to variety of bits that is received by network users in time unit) for NICE and 
ECO-NICE protocols and also the result's shown in fig.3. 

         
Figure 3: The average of throughput for 256 nodes         Figure 4: the average path length for 256 nodes 

         
Figure 5: The average path length till reaching 256 nodes     Figure 6: The average link stress for 256 nodes 

 
As it is shown in fig3. The typical output in ECO-NICE has improved. Conjointly average of length path within the 

state of affairs that 256 nodes have joined to the network within the time of simulation is shown in fig.4. as its shown in 
fig.4 the balance time of path length and average of path length are improved. 

Link stress is another customary that we'll have a glance at it. This customary is outlined consistent with all of the 
links and it counts the amount of comparable packages that passes from every of down facet links. 

Fig.6 shows the comparison of 2 protocols in terms of average link stress within the time of simulation. It shows that 
ECO-NICE link stress is a smaller amount than NICE once balance of network. 

5. CONCLUSION 
We given Associate in Nursing overlay multicast protocol during this article. The urged protocol is predicated on 
economy science and spec is hierarchic. This protocol decreases the trail between supply and target. It conjointly 
decreases link stress. 
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